Name, first name of the ICF applicant:

Title of Research Project:

CEA hosting unit (Host Laboratory):

Name, first name of contact person in the Host Laboratory:

---

STATEMENT FROM THE CEA HOSTING UNIT

1- **Statement from the CEA hosting unit about its hosting capacities**

I hereby declare:

► to be informed of the research project submitted by the applicant above to the *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* program, and to agree with the terms and modes of implementation of this project as defined in the framework of *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* program.

► to have suitable technical means and training personnel in my unit to host the above applicant with his/her research project until thorough outcome.

Other comments that may help the experts to evaluate the proposal:

Name, first name and position of the head of CEA unit                                            Date and signature

2- **Financial commitment**

In case of positive evaluation of the application by the *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* reviewing panel composed of 3 independent experts:

► I undertake to recruit on a fixed term contract and to pay the above applicant according to CEA engagement rules.

► I understand that, according to *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* contractual conditions, 60% of the corresponding salary’s expenses will remain chargeable to the hosting unit.

Name, first name and position of the Head of Institute/Department Date and signature

---

Form to be fulfilled, signed and uploaded in pdf format in the *Eurotalents* database using the Host Laboratory Login/Password. Alternatively, it can be transmitted by email to eurotalents@cea.fr . A copy should be sent by email to the CEA person in charge of recruitment.
Name, first name of the OCF applicant:

CEA unit (pôle/dépt/serv):

Title of Research Project:

Foreign Host Laboratory:

Name, first name of contact person in the Foreign Host Laboratory:

---

**STATEMENT FROM THE CEA UNIT (Host Laboratory during the Return Phase)**

1- **Statement from the CEA unit regarding its position towards the Research Project**

I hereby declare:

► to be informed of the Research Project submitted to the *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* program by the applicant with the Foreign Host Laboratory specified in the Research Project, and to agree with the terms and modes of implementation of this project as defined in the framework of *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* program.

Other comments that may help the experts to evaluate the proposal:

Name, first name and position of the head of CEA unit

Date and signature

---

2- **Financial commitment**

In case of positive evaluation of the application by the *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* reviewing panel composed of 3 independent experts:

► I understand that, according to *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* contractual conditions, 40 % of the applicant’s basic salary expenses, including Marie Curie mobility and travel allowances, will be charged to the *CEA Enhanced Eurotalents* program during the entire period of the OCF fellowship (first ¾ of the period in the foreign Host Laboratory and last ¼ of the period at CEA during the return phase), exclusive of all expenses associated with the stay abroad (frais de missions, etc.)

Name, first name and position of the Head of Institute/Department

Date and signature

---

Form to be fulfilled, scanned and sent by e-mail, to eurotalents@cea.fr.

Please send a copy by email to the CEA person in charge of recruitment.